
HALF TERMLY CURRICULUM CONTENT – KS5 English

Year 12 – Love Through the Ages

Intent statement:

This unit is intended to further develop students’ understanding of comparative writing skills, specifically comparing pre-1900 poetry and The Great Gatsby.
Bringing together their knowledge of comparison skills, students are now refining their ability to identify similarities and differences across different forms of
writing. At A-Level, it is vital that students develop the ability to present a clearly articulated argument that demonstrates their awareness of how texts have
different contexts of production that influence not only their style but also their content, and that texts can be traditional, subversive or even ambiguous in
their often-didactic messages. Crucial to an enhanced understanding of these two texts, students must examine if and how representations of relationships
and love have changed across time, as well as the reasons why.

Topic AQA Love Through the Ages (Pre-1900 poems) & The Great Gatsby by F Scott Fitzgerald

Prior knowledge / skills ● Understanding how to annotate a poem and a novel
● Familiarity with generic conventions of poetry and novels
● Comparing aspects of texts
● Writing extended compositions comparing poetry and prose

Key skills ● Comparing aspects of (literary attitudes towards and treatment of) love across time in a prose text and poetry anthology
● Exploring literary presentations of the same theme in different types of texts and consider how a/typical those

presentations are

Foundation words 1. Mediocre
2. Midwest
3. (Economic) boom
4. Emptiness
5. Classmate
6. Cousin
7. Hit-and-run
8. Mistress
9. Industrial
10. Shady

Targeted words 1. Exuberant
2. Tonalities
3. Corruption
4. Decadence



5. Modernist
6. Disillusionment
7. Surging (economy)
8. Incorruptible (love)
9. Folly (of the American Dream)
10. Condemnation

Specialist words 1. Frontier
2. Privileged social spheres
3. Platonic conception
4. Opulent (descriptions)
5. Class (old money, new money, no money)
6. Motif (of East and West)
7. Bond business
8. Racial supremacy
9. Retinas
10. Prejudice

Assessment The assessment will take place in accordance with the assessment window for the whole-school term two test. The
assessment will consist of an extended writing composition comparing the two set texts. The skill being assessed is reading.

Personal Development
opportunities

The pre-1900 poems develop students’ understanding of various attitudes towards controversial issues such as sex,
marriage, monogamy, remembrance and failed relationships across time. The Great Gatsby meanwhile requires students to
examine the significance of the American Dream, and the emergence of a new, capitalistic American Dream, and its
consequences.

Sometimes there are adaptations of the novel on stage in London and it might be possible to take the Year 12 & 13 cohorts to
go see this.

Homework requirements Homework will be set on Google Classroom every lesson and will take 60 minutes to complete. Students are expected to do
pre-reading of a range of source materials ahead of lessons so that they turn up with prepared ideas for discussion and
evaluation.



Year 12 – Love WWI & its aftermath

Intent statement:

This unit is intended to develop students’ understanding of typicality, generic conventions and attitudes towards war in two different text types - a poetry
collection and a play. This unit fulfils the specification’s requirement that students study a post-2000 text and that they study a set text from the list of plays
on the curriculum. It is vital that students develop the ability to present a clearly articulated argument that demonstrates their awareness of how texts have
different contexts of production that influence not only their style but also their content, and that texts can be traditional, subversive or even ambiguous in
their often-didactic messages. Students will begin this unit by considering how outdated Victorian ideals of stoicism quickly became dated in the context of
mass destruction and death witnessed in the brutal trench warfare conditions of WWI. Later on in the unit, students will look at shifting attitudes towards war
– how slowly humour and satire began to emerge – in seminal texts such as ‘O What A Lovely War!’ by Joan Littleword & Blackadder (1982-83). Students
will consider how The Wipers Times pays homage to the texts that came before it, before going on to consider how the contemporary poetry of Wilfred
Owen and his ilk demonstrates many differences with work published around the centenary of the Great War.

Topic The War Poetry of Wilfred Owen & The Wipers Times by Ian Hislop & Nick Newman

Prior knowledge / skills ● Understanding poetic techniques and different types of poems (e.g. sonnet, elegy, apostrophe and so on).
● Understanding conflict as a significant theme in literature.
● Understanding what a play is, what stage directions are, and how works can be commissioned for important occasions

like a century (as The Wipers Times was).

Key skills Making links between the poet’s firsthand experience of trench warfare and the content of his poems. Annotating a poem.
Considering the context of production and its influence on both the style and content of the text. Comparing poems and their
attitudes towards and depiction of war. Being able to think critically and support an opinion in an extended composition.
Evaluating how different generations develop their own culture and attitudes towards significant aspects of society and
norms, including attitudes towards war itself. Considering the importance of historical fiction and understanding how to
recognise that, whilst based on research, the work remains a piece of fiction with stylistic choices and various imposed
meanings. Being able to compare two war texts in an extended composition. Being able to enter a debate on war texts
based on well-researched ideas.

Foundation words 1. Correspondent
2. Song
3. (National) Anthem
4. Pride
5. Duty
6. Conflict
7. Trench
8. Comedy
9. Ditty
10. Sketch



Targeted words 1. Centenary
2. Sedition
3. Treason
4. Mutiny
5. Field Marshall
6. Secretary of State for War
7. Irreverent
8. Estaminet
9. Subaltern
10. Whizz bang

Specialist words 1. Farce
2. Pun / wordplay
3. Parody
4. Vaudeville
5. Intertextual reference
6. Adaptation
7. Directorial choices
8. Dramatic irony
9. Curtain call
10. Derogatory

Assessment The assessment will take place in accordance with the school’s term two assessment window. The assessment will consist
of an extended writing composition comparing the two set texts. The skill being assessed is reading.

Personal Development
opportunities

Students enhance their understanding of the legacy of war and conflict; they consider the causes and effects of war and its
aftermath as captured in various fiction. Students have opportunities to discuss concepts such as pacifism, conscientious
objectors, peace and conflict.

In the past we have been able to arrange school trips to visit war graves and memorials in France and Belgium. Depending
on interest and costs, we may be able to organise this trip again. Sometimes similar plays, such as Joan Littlewood’s ‘O
What A Lovely War’ offer a limited run and students can sometimes avail of such opportunities to see a WWI play that
shares the generic features of a comedy. It may be possible to visit the Imperial War Museum to allow students to compare
different wars throughout history.

Homework requirements Homework will be set on Google Classroom every lesson and will take 60 minutes to complete. Students are expected to do
pre-reading of a range of source materials ahead of lessons so that they turn up with prepared ideas for discussion and
evaluation.



Year 13

Intent statement:

This unit is intended to develop students’ understanding of Shakespeare’s seminal play, ‘The Tragedy of Othello’, which comprises their set text for section
A of paper 1. Throughout this unit, students will engage in discussions and debate around love and betrayal, city states and their colonies, trade and
corruption, the divide between public and domestic life and various other stimulating and immersive themes. By the end of the unit, students will be
expected to be able to produce an extended composition whereby they link an extract provided for them with other scenes in the play, in order to analyse
how a particular character(s) or theme(s) or relationship develops across the course of the play, and why.

Topic The Tragedy of Othello: The Moor of Venice by William Shakespeare

Prior knowledge / skills ● Annotating texts
● Researching texts, writers and social contexts.
● Planning an extended composition.
● Writing an evaluative extended composition.
● Basic understanding of the attitudes and lifestyles in Elizabethan England

Key skills ● Using an extract to make links to other scenes in order to be able to make connections across an entire play – to
consider a character or theme or relationship within the scope of the entire text

● Entering into a debate
● Considering a text within its contexts of production
● Analysing how different directors have made different choices across time to impose particular meanings and

interpretations
● Considering critical receptions of a text and the reasons why

Foundation words 1. Woo
2. Trade
3. Diplomat
4. European
5. Non-European
6. Disarm
7. Grudge
8. A slight
9. Fleet
10. Revenge

Targeted words 1. Governor
2. Love-token
3. Plainspoken



4. Naive
5. Infidelity
6. Allegation
7. Irrational
8. Boundless
9. Elopement
10. Preeminent

Specialist words 1. Colonialism
2. Post-colonialist perspective
3. Racist language
4. Subterfuge
5. Machiavellian
6. Cajoling
7. Soliloquy
8. Resolution / denouement
9. Tragic convention
10. Dramatic irony

Assessment The assessment will take place in alignment with the school’s assessment window for the term two assessment. The
assessment will consist of an extended writing composition on Othello. The skill being assessed is reading.

Personal Development
opportunities

Students enhance their understanding of outdated and offensive racial stereotypes and how they could be exploited as a
means of denying advancement to people of colour. The play considers society’s reliance on inherent goodness and
morality of figures in the political arena and what happens when, as Machiaevlli theorised, people don’t subscribe to such
notions and instead focus on privilege and self-advancement.

Previously we have been lucky enough to be able to take students to see National Theatre productions of the play. There
are various filmic versions of the play that can sometimes be interleaved into lessons to consider how modern directors
choose to interpret this controversial and widely-loved play.

Homework requirements Homework will be set on Google Classroom every lesson and will take 60 minutes to complete. Students are expected to do
pre-reading of a range of source materials ahead of lessons so that they turn up with prepared ideas for discussion and
evaluation.



Year 13 – Love WWI & its aftermath

Intent statement:

This unit is intended to develop students’ understanding of typicality, generic conventions and attitudes towards war in their set text: the award-winning
1991 historical novel Regeneration by Pat Barker. This unit considers the dis/advantages of historical fiction and takes into account both the historical and
fictionalised representations of Siegfried Sassoon, Wilfred Owen and Dr Rivers. This unit signposts how different this text is to our other WWI texts in that it
is set in the majority in the Home Front (with flashbacks to the Western Front) and is mostly confined to Craiglockhart Hospital in Edinburgh, colloquially
referred to as Dottyville. By the end of the unit students are expected to be able to articulate informed and discerning arguments in response to the debate
tags provided on the day in section A of their WWI paper.

Topic Regeneration by Pat Barker

Prior knowledge / skills ● Understanding how to annotate a text
● Understanding how to keep track of what happens in a text chapter-by-chapter in order to be able to map out the

development of characters, themes and relationships
● Being able to have an opinion on conflict-centred texts

Key skills Being able to think critically and support an opinion in an extended composition. Evaluating how different generations
develop their own culture and attitudes towards significant aspects of society and norms, including attitudes towards war
itself. Comparing how characters, themes and relationships change across the course of a text. Evaluate the depiction of
trauma in a hospital setting in alignment with Freud’s theories on talk therapy versus contemporary WWI theories about
cowardice and nervous dispositions.

Foundation words 1. Hospital
2. Doctor
3. Patient
4. Treatment
5. Healing
6. Trauma
7. Rank
8. Medical examination
9. Declaration
10. Objection

Targeted words 1. Nurturing
2. Psyche
3. Combat
4. Consternation
5. Alienation



6. Belonging
7. Nakedness
8. Pacifist
9. Symbolic suggestion
10. Self-destructive behaviours

Specialist words 1. Conscientious objector
2. War neurosis
3. Psychosomatic
4. Mutism
5. Shifting narrative perspectives
6. Repression
7. Omniscient narrator
8. Effeminacy
9. Ethical dilemma
10. Trilogy

Assessment The assessment will take place in accordance with the whole-school term two assessment window. The assessment will
consist of an extended writing composition on regeneration. The skill being assessed is reading.

Personal Development
opportunities

Students enhance their understanding of the legacy of war and conflict; they consider the causes and effects of war and its
aftermath as captured in various fiction. Students have opportunities to discuss concepts such as pacifism, conscientious
objectors, peace and conflict.

In the past we have been able to arrange school trips to visit war graves and memorials in France and Belgium. Depending
on interest and costs, we may be able to organise this trip again.

Homework requirements Homework will be set on Google Classroom every lesson and will take 60 minutes to complete. Students are expected to do
pre-reading of a range of source materials ahead of lessons so that they turn up with prepared ideas for discussion and
evaluation.


